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Abstract – As the quote stated ‘ Health is wealth’ gives a complete definition for an individual. To 

remain physically and mentally healthy, a person should maintain a diet so that every essential 

components that body needs can be obtained. Everyone has a dream of having a physically fit body, to 

obtain a physically fit health condition, the diet system must followed in their day to day life of an 

individual. The proposed diet management system is employed to monitor the day to day activities and 

gives alert to every single health concern through notifications. The amount of water that consumed 

and needed to consume, carbohydrates, protiens, minerals, fatty acids, sugar and salt levels are 

detected and monitored through the system through the artificial intelligence. Hence the proposed 

system plays a versatile role in the development of physical health through monitoring and remainding 

through notifications. 

 

I.Introduction 

Artificial intelligence plays a vital role in diverse fields from industries to medical science. The artificial 

intelligence are enhanced because it plays the role as similar to humans. The machines are employed 

to work and function according to the activities of human brains [1]. They are simply the simulations 

of human brains. They include language processing, image processing, speech recognition, pattern 

analysis etc. They are employed to learn new things are produced better outputs to perform the 

activities of humans. The three types of artificial intelligence are artificial narrow intelligence, artificial 

general intelligence and artificial super intelligence [2]. The artificial intelligence is done by using the 

stages of combining the several set of data that tend to learn and function after the iterative algorithms 

that process through the image, patterns, voice etc to produce the desired output with lesser 

computational time [3].  

The artificial intelligence also play a vital role in the health care systems by monitoring and 

controlling the physical health of an individual at particular intervals of time [4]. This helps to monitor 

the individual’s health at a regular basis to avoid several medical consequences of health at an earlier 

stage and to maintain a healthy body conditions. To maintain both the physical and mental health 

enhances one person to lead a peaceful life. This proposed methodology helps the individual in their 

day to day life through the alert notifications regarding the body’s health conditions [5]. This proposed 
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system monitors blood sugar levels, heart beat rate, hypertension, low blood pressure, the amount of 

water needed to be consumed are monitored and analyzed and given as notifications to the individual 

through the artificial intelligence. Hence the system is robust with accurate results, easy to handle and 

friendly in nature [6].  

 

II.Proposed system 

The diet managing system with monitoring and controlling is done through the artificial intelligence 

technique by using android mobile phone as a medium of communication. The artificial intelligence is 

a humongous database. It is based on the learning and solving of problems at a diverse environments. 

It is simply defined as the ability of a machine that is controlled by human intelligence. This artificial 

intelligence helps to store the data of the desired value and gives the appropriate values that are 

required for the body system to function accordingly. It works as similar to the functioning based on 

the dietician and diet chart. The diet chart gives a complete information to the system to manage the 

individual’s physical health conditions and to make them physically hale and healthy. It acquires the 

data from the user by prior asking and evaluating the health conditions of the user and to enable them 

in the right direction to make them physically stable. It stores the data and evaluates the appropriate 

nutrient contents that are needed to remain physically alert and active. There may have several 

difference in the nutrient and mineral content for every individual that needed to remain active in 

health conditions. These variations and different consequences are monitored and analyzed by the 

proposed system. 

 
 

Fig 1: Proposed system 

 

The figure 1 represents the proposed system functioning and monitoring through the artificial 

intelligence. It involves the machine learning with training and testing proceeded through the machine 

learning models with feature extraction techniques. The overall functioning is given as a notification to 

user by the use of GSM technology which denotes several indications such as the food and water needed 
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to consume at the particular period of time and the walking steps are recorded and counted. The heart 

beat rate in indicated with the increase or decrease in the sugar and pressure levels.  

 

III.Methodology 

To remain hale and healthy, one person must follow a clear and complete diet chart. The diet chart 

represents the amount of vitamins, minerals, proteins, fatty acids and lipids that are needed for a 

person at a particular day. To remain physically active, a balanced diet is essential to follow. 

 
Fig 2: Food pyramid 

 

The figure 2 shows the food pyramid representation. The food pyramid describes the amount of    

proteins, carbohydrates, minerals, oils, dairy products, poultry, vegetables that are needed to maintain 

health conditions at stable manner [7]. The amount of food consumption at a right time plays a 

significant role in the balance of a healthy state. 

The development of the diet management system involves an application in the user’s phone to 

monitor and control the health condition of a person at the particular intervals of time. This is done by 

training and learning algorithm. Artificial intelligence which makes the process faster and earlier 

through training and learning process [8]. This is an unsupervised learning technique that uses the way 

of automatic predictive analysis. Learning high level characteristics sequentially from data improves 

performance. The system enables to capture the food and gives instructions to the user by indicating 

the amount of nutrients and minerals are presented in the food item [9]. This is done by the image 

processing technique. 

 Image processing is a technique where the raw data is converted into digital images and extract 

information through an algorithm. The advantage of image processing is that it does not need to extract 

the image manually, the network itself extract the feature during the training phase [10]. The image 

itself is much enough to feed the network. The image must be in a pixel values. The accuracy of 

improvements, the decreased danger of overfitting, the accelerated learning process, and enhanced 

data visualization are the advantages of feature extraction [11]. 
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The initial step involves the preparation of food chart that are needed for the individual based 

on the body weight of the person. The body weight is calculated by the body mass index (BMI). The 

body mass index defines the amount of calories that are tend to reduce to stay physically fit and active. 

The body mass index is calculated based on the height and weight of an individual [12]. The height of 

the person represents the appropriate weight to be gained or reduced. The application is initiated to 

calculate the body mass index to have a complete analysis of the person’s health. These overall 

functioning are done by the programming code through the machine learning models that is the 

artificial intelligence. The various steps includes the following: 

 
Fig 3 : Stages of artificial intelligence 

 

The figure 3 represents the artificial intelligence demonstrating the dataset analysis that is done 

with the initial stage of the body mass index followed by the preprocessing and feature extraction 

techniques [13]. The obtained dataset through the feature extraction is trained and tested through 

several stages and forwarded with the optimization techniques. The preprocessing is a technique which 

obtains the raw data through data analyzing technique and convert them in useful machine learning 

models through training and testing. It includes data checking, data transformation, data reduction and 

data quality assessment. The feature extraction is a object based approach to distinguish the image and 

it decrease the integer of features in the obtained dataset. It starts with the initial set of data recognition 

[14]. To obtain the accurate results, the original dataset is programmed with the given raw dataset. The 

extraction of raw data into a possible numerical data in the given original data set is known as feature 

extraction. The two different types of feature extraction are: 

(i) Principle component analysis 

(ii) Linear discriminant analysis 

 The following steps are proceeded to the training and testing of data set to obtain the desired 

outcome. The optimization technique used here is genetic algorithm. During the training and testing 

the duplicate models are neglected. The problem of class imbalance is avoided by the count of each 

class. If few classes have the greater number of samples than the other class then it is termed as class 

imbalance [15]. The class unbalancing problem is solved by the oversampling of down sampling of the 

class. 

The analysis and extraction of raw dataset and proceeded through preprocessing and thus the 

feature extraction is done with machine learning models provided with training and testing. The 

training involves comparison of various dataset with the desired outcome. After the training and 

testing, the obtained results are produced. 
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Fig 4 : Food detection through testing and training 

 

The figure 4 shows the food detection through training and testing stages. The training and 

testing is proceeded by the image processing technique. The image processing plays a significant role 

in the diet management system with identification of image and convert them and provide the 

information from the image [16]. The image are feeded through the pixels value and process them 

through an algorithm. Computer aided medical diagnosis and handwritten analysis are done through 

the pattern recognition [17]. The figure describes the food detection through image processing 

technique. 

 
Fig 5: Food detection through image processing technique 

 

IV.Simulation outcome 

 

1. BMI calculator 

The BMI calculator is the first step in maintaining the diet system. The amount of calories that are 

needed is depicted through the body’s weight of an individual. The weight of an individual gives idea 
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about the complete list of food that requires the body. The weight of the system is classified as 

underweight, normal and obese in the BMI calculator. Figure 6 shows the BMI calculator. 

 
Fig 6: BMI calculator 

 

2. Food chart 

After calculating the obtaining the BMI results, the desired value of calories that are needed to intake 

are depicted through the food chart. The food chart gives a complete list of food that are needed to 

intake in the particular period of time. This will helps to avoid the excessive intake at the late night 

conditions. They are classified into body building foods, energy foods and productive foods and 

categorized into various groups based on the calorie content. 

 
Fig 7: Food chart 

 

The other step is to create an account in the application to provide individual attention as shown in 

figure 7. This gives the complete details about the individual’s diet plan to enhance the physical fitness 

levels. The user login includes the basic registration which gives details about the individual through 

the BMI calculator. The figure shows the basic step of user login credentials. The basic registration 

involves the necessary information with the medical complications that the individual in having at the 

particular period.  
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Fig 8: Basic registration 

 

After the registration is done, the system itself gives the user id and password as shown in figure 

8. This credentials gives the complete details of the individual’s health conditions. The analysis of the 

health condition is the fundamental process to monitor and give details about the individual to maintain 

physically stable and fit. This identification of the stage of individual by the basic registration gives the 

overall details regarding the further corrections and updating in food plan to everyday life. The correct 

amount of food in the day to day life enhanced the health conditions to remain physically fit and to get 

rid of various medical complications. The heart beat rate with pressure and sugar levels are indicated. 

The figure 9 shown below denotes the user ID and the password. 

 
Fig 9: User login 

 

The developed application gives the information regarding the food that needed in the day to day life 

to have a balance diet. The plan is programmed based on the BMI results proceeded through the basic 

registration which includes the complete health conditions that depicts the consequences as well to 

monitor and provide the exact information. 
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Fig 10: Diet plan 

 

The figure 10 represents the diet plan proceeded by monitoring and analyzing of the individual. The 

diet plan recognizes the individual’s health condition and gives the necessary food to intake based on 

the calorie content and BMI values of an individual. 

 
Fig 11: Diet plan with time 

 

The figure 11 represents the diet plan with the timing the individual needed to take the amount of food 

to intake at the particular period of time to avoid several consequences. 

After the application is completed with the basic information, the system enables to monitor and 

analyses the individual at the particular time to maintain the health through food. This complete setup 

is enhanced by providing information to the individual through the notifications. 

V.Conclusion 
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The proposed system is recognized to provide a healthy environment to the individual by 

adopting a complete diet plan with monitoring and controlling the individuals health condition. This is 

user friendly in nature and provide a complete monitoring of the individual by sending notifications to 

the user mobile phone. Hence the system provides a complete instruction to maintain a healthy body 

through monitoring and control. 
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